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QUESTION 1

Which of the following occur when a beta test of a live skill times out? (Choose two.) 

A. The beta tester will lose access to the beta skill and will need to reenable the live skill 

B. The beta tester will receive an email saying the beta test has ended 

C. The administrator will receive an email confirming that the beta tester has been removed 

D. The beta tester will lose access to the beta skill but will maintain access to the live skill 

E. The beta skill history in the Amazon Alexa app will disappear once the beta test has ended 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 2

An Amazon Alexa skill fetches data for users from a third-party API and the wait for the response from that call is
variable, often taking up to 5 seconds. 

What is the recommended method for notifying users that a skill is working on the request and has not failed to
respond? 

A. Prefetch the data that is expected to the required by the skill from the third-party API using Amazon CloudWatch
Events. 

B. Call the Progressive Response API and send a directive, such as VoicePlayer.Speak 

C. Ask a follow-up question for clarification to engage the user while waiting for the initially requested response. 

D. Respond to the user stating that the data will be ready soon, and upon the next launch of the skill, provide the user
with the response they initially requested. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/send-the-user-a-progressiveresponse.html 

 

QUESTION 3

The information below details a portion of an interaction model in JSON: What is wrong with this interaction model? 
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A. The intent naming convention is not valid in the situation. 

B. The two intents do not have unique slots. 

C. The two intents do not have unique utterances. 

D. The JSON is not properly constructed and would cause an error. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4
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An Alexa Skill Builder implemented the built-in intent AMAZON.HelpIntent. In some cases, users are asking for help
using phrases that are specific to a skill\\'s terminology. Amazon Alexa does not understand these phrases are help
requests, and they are not being routed to AMAZON.HelpIntent. 

According to best practices, how can this situation be corrected? 

A. Create custom intents using the help utterances that are specific to the skill, and remove AMAZON.HelpIntent. 

B. Use AMAZON.FallbackIntent to capture spoken phrases that do not match AMAZON.HelpIntent, then determine if
the user needs help. 

C. Define custom slots for AMAZON.HelpIntent to capture the additional details in the users\\' help requests 

D. Extend the standard built-in AMAZON.HelpIntent using additional samples in the skill\\'s interaction model 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

An Alexa Skill Builder is designing a skill with an intent that needs six slots to be filled. It is unlikely that a user will
provide all the slot values in a single utterance, so the slot fulfillment should be split up into a multi-turn conversation. 

What can the Builder do in the developer console to have Amazon Alexa elicit any missing slots, without specifying each
of the slots in the backend code? 

A. Keep track of what slots are filled in session attributes, and in the backend code, prompt the user for the missing slots
using Dialog.ElicitSlot. 

B. Mark those six slots are required, fill in the necessary prompts, and in the backend code, use the Dialog.Delegate
directive until all slots are filled. 

C. Mark those six slots are required, fill in the necessary prompts, and in the backend code, use the Dialog.ConfirmSlot
directive until all slots are filled 

D. Mark those six slots are required, fill in the necessary prompts, and in the backend code, use the Dialog.ElicitSlot
directive until all slots are filled. 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://developer.amazon.com/en-US/docs/alexa/custom-skills/create-the-interaction-modelfor-your-
skill.html 
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